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The problem of wind-induced flow in inland waters is drawing significant research attention given its rel-
evance to a plethora of applications in wetlands including treatment designs, pollution reduction, and
biogeochemical cycling. The present work addresses the role of wind induced turbulence and waves
within an otherwise static water body in the presence of rigid and flexible emergent vegetation through
flume experimentation and time series analysis. Because no prior example of Particle Imaging Velocime-
try (PIV) experiments involving air–water and flexible oscillating components have been found in the lit-
erature, a spectral analysis framework is needed and proposed here to guide the analysis involving noise,
wave and turbulence separation. The experiments reveal that wave and turbulence effects are simulta-
neously produced at the air–water interface and the nature of their coexistence is found to vary with dif-
ferent flow parameters including water level, mean wind speed, vegetation density and its flexibility. For
deep water levels, signature of fine-scaled inertial turbulence is found at deeper layers of the water sys-
tem. The wave action appears stronger close to the air–water interface and damped by the turbulence
deeper inside the water system. As expected, wave action is found to be dominated in a certain frequency
range driven by the wind forcing, while it is also diffused to lower frequencies by means of (wind-
induced) oscillations in vegetation. Regarding the mean water velocity, existence of a counter-current
flow and its switching to fully forward flow in the direction of the wind under certain combinations of
flow parameters were studied. The relative importance of wave and turbulence to the overall energy,
degree of anisotropy in the turbulent energy components, and turbulent momentum transport at differ-
ent depths from the air–water interface and flow combinations were then quantified. The flume exper-
iments reported here differ from previous laboratory studies in the related literature involving
vegetation in the sense that the wave forcing is only present on the water surface contrary to a full-body
excitation by tidal wave simulators and thus important in advancing the knowledge regarding a wider
range of water resource problems.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The monetary value and multiple ecosystem services provided
by static water bodies such as wetlands and marshes are rarely dis-
puted [1–14]; however, characterization of the flow field, needed
in all such ecosystem valuation, remains the subject of active
research. Operational models for water flow in wetlands com-
monly assume the flow to be analogous to a wide and shallow open
channel described by the so-called Saint–Venant equations that are
then mathematically closed for the energy losses using a Manning-
type formula with an associated friction factor as recently
reviewed elsewhere [15]. Because the flow depth in wetlands is
shallow, wind effects can be sufficiently large so as to induce flow
even in the absence of any bed slope. These wind effects on the
flow have traditionally been lumped into changes in the friction
factor, with little theoretical or experimental underpinning, which
is the main motivation for this work. By no means this is a unique
criticism to such an operational framework. Another common crit-
icism is the lack of explicit inclusion of the effects of vegetation on
both – bulk and turbulent flow quantities needed for the purposes
here. Such vegetation characterization on the bulk flow has often
been directed to drag or flow resistance estimation for unidirec-
tional flow but in the absence of wind [9,10,16–26]. A number of
studies have also been concerned with detailed description of tur-
bulent processes needed in modeling movement of particulate
matter inside aquatic vegetation, characterization of dispersion,
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and lateral diffusion [27–32]. In unidirectional flow through a veg-
etation canopy, the shear layer on top of a canopy generates can-
opy scale turbulence that is pushed down to the canopy
displacement length [10,33]. At the bottom of the canopy, turbu-
lence is generated by stem scale wakes [10,33]. In dense canopies,
the intensity of turbulence is reduced by sheltering [34,35], which
plays a positive role in sediment retention and prevention of bed
erosion [8,36–44]. However, all these experiments did not consider
the problem of wind-induced flow within emergent aquatic vege-
tation, the main compass of this work.

Any wetland or channel featuring aquatic vegetation is natu-
rally subjected to wind flow and wind-generated waves that can
influence the flow-field inside the water body, which is further
complicated by the presence of emergent vegetation also subjected
to the wind and consequent oscillation depending upon their flex-
ibility. In the absence of vegetation, the problem of wind blowing
over a water surface is not particularly new and has a long history
[45,46]. Wind flowing over a static water body such as a lake or
reservoir (as in the original work of Charnock) is the main source
of mechanical energy for turbulent mixing inside the water body.
The wind flowing over the water surface causes a drift current in
the direction it blows thus perturbing the water surface, which is
called wind set-up [47,48]. This local pressure gradient generated
due to the ‘tilt of the surface’ [48] creates a reversed flow at the
bottom of the water body, as well as ensuring mass continuity in
a vertical plane. Here, the difference of the physical process gov-
erning the propagation of gravity waves and the wind set-up
should be noted. Gravity wave is a self sustained process initiated
out of an initial perturbation before the wave is damped. Whereas
the wind set-up is continuously sustained by air motion, which
injects energy into the water and applies shear stress on the sur-
face. Studies have reported experimental investigation of wind
induced water currents, focusing on both the surface motion and
the counter-current flow but without vegetation [48–59]. Some
studies have discussed a simple analytical model of wind set-up
by constructing one, two and three dimensional models and engi-
neering models for wind induced counter-current flow but without
any vegetation [60–71]. The role of waves in vegetated system has
been considered, but in these cases, the entire wave was imposed
on the vegetation primarily to mimic tidal systems so as to study
wave attenuation, equivalent bed roughness and friction factor
inside aquatic vegetation canopy under wave forcing [5,72–79].
Others have also discussed the nature of the flow field inside a flex-
ible aquatic vegetation under the action of wave forcing by means
of laboratory experiments [6,25,80–84] and by modeling [85–87].
Flapping motion of the vegetation, a generic feature of many aqua-
tic vegetation under oscillatory forcing like waves, also appears to
enhance nutrient uptake [88–91,79]. On similar lines, a few studies
have addressed the characterization of turbulent structures and
detection of sweep–ejection cycles and traveling vortex induced
synchronous progressive waving action on aquatic flexible vegeta-
tion called ‘Monami’ [92–97].

It is evident from this literature survey that progress has been
made in understanding (i) the dynamics of wind–shear–water
interaction without vegetation, and (ii) the flow dynamics in pres-
ence of flexible vegetation under wave forcing. Yet, all these previ-
ous studies in the second category have dealt with wave forcing
generated by wave-makers, i.e., the whole water mass has been
subjected to a wave forcing. Under this condition, some studies
[81,82,90] have used linear wave theory to interpret their results
– for example the decomposition of the instantaneous flow-field
into phase averaged, coherent and turbulent components. Other
studies examining counter-current flow without vegetation
[58,48] have analyzed their results without any regard to linear
wave theory and employed parabolic mixing length models to
close their turbulent stresses.
The present work related to wind induced flow in a water body
falls in the middle of these two aforementioned approaches. The
presence of oscillating flexible vegetation increases the complexity
of the problem. No previous reference of this problem has been
found in the literature where the emergent vegetation is subjected
to a dynamic wind loading, while the wind applies a shear on the
water simultaneously subjecting the whole system to a wave–
turbulent interaction. Hence, the first goal of the present work is
to describe the onset and magnitude of wind-induced water flow
in a standing water body in the presence of emergent vegetation
with varying density and rigidity. To build a theoretical framework
assisting future model development, a second goal is to delineate
under what circumstances the wave and turbulence dominated
regimes are separable so as to allow standard turbulence theory
and standard linear wave theory to be applied at those decoupled
regimes.

To address these goals and issues experimentally, Particle Imag-
ing Velocimetry (PIV) experiments have been conducted in the lab-
oratory to explore the characteristics of turbulence induced by
wind shear on a static water body systematically for different
water heights (h) and mean wind speeds (Ua) for each of the fol-
lowing scenarios: no vegetation, rigid sparse vegetation, rigid
dense vegetation, flexible sparse vegetation and flexible dense veg-
etation. Analysis of the experimental data facilitates the under-
standing of the effects of h;Ua, vegetation flexibility and
vegetation density, all of which are external conditions needed in
describing the flow-dynamics within the water body. Another
important aspect of the present attempt is that no instance of
PIV experiments of such a type involving flexible moving canopy
and wind on water have been found in the literature although
PIV experiments with rigid vegetation and moving water flow have
been conducted in the past as reviewed elsewhere [98]. It is dem-
onstrated in the present work that such a PIV experiment is possi-
ble indeed with proper handling and choice of materials and
methods.
2. Experiment

The PIV experiments were conducted in the Fluid Mechanics
workshop at the Institute of Hydroscience and Engineering (IIHR),
The University of Iowa. The dimensions of the flume (of width
35 cm) can be found in panel (a) of Fig. 1. The wind was generated
by a fan (with three preset wind speed settings) mounted above
the flume. For the experimental runs with the canopy, nylon cable
ties (4 mm wide, 1 mm thick) ‘planted’ on a test bed were used as
model vegetation. Two different vegetation densities, kd ¼ 0:39 for
sparse and kd ¼ 1:04 for dense, were used. Full tie (or canopy)
height hc ¼ 27:3 cm was used for flexible vegetation, while the
same ties and same vegetation density cut to hc ¼ 7 cm represent
the rigid vegetation (but h < hc in all experiments except the deep-
est water conditions for rigid cases). It is to be noted that the prop-
erty of the nylon cable ties is such that when cut to a smaller
length, they become quite rigid thus obviating the necessity to
use other materials for stiff vegetation and reducing cost. More-
over, the rigid cases are submerged for deepest water conditions,
however, they server the main purpose of applying drag for most
part of the fluid, since the protrusion length does not matter in
those cases. The kd was calculated as kd ¼ nwt h=sv , where n is
number of cable ties, wt is the width of each tie, and sv is the test
bed ‘vegetated’ area [98]. The h was used here in the estimation of
kd instead of hc because the vegetation was emergent for all runs as
earlier noted. The selection of an optimal kd is not trivial given that
it is an optimization between maintaining realistic vegetation den-
sities, as well as maintaining sufficient open area to allow particle
imaging that can be challenging where the vegetation is flexible



Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the flume used for the experimental runs. All dimensions are in cm. The width of the flume is 35 cm. (b) Experimental set up, water seeded
and illuminated by laser. (c) Test bed with model vegetation.

Table 1
Wind and wave conditions sampled by the experiments showing wind speed Ua ,
wave frequency f w , wavelength kw , wave velocity Uw , and wave amplitude Aw (m).

Ua (m s�1) f w (Hz) kw (m) Uw (m s�1) Aw (m) Uw=Ua Aw=kw

2.83 (W1) 4.0 0.076 0.30 0.00100 0.108 0.013
3.33 (W2) 4.2 0.076 0.32 0.00129 0.096 0.016
3.37 (W3) 4.4 0.076 0.34 0.00134 0.100 0.018

Table 2
Water height conditions explored showing the measured water depth h and the
relative water depth h=kw along with the designation used.

h (m) h=kw Depth designation

0.125 1.64 Deep (H1)
0.070 0.91 Intermediate (H2)
0.025 0.32 Shallow (H3)
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and oscillating. For the purpose of imaging, water was seeded with
neutrally buoyant particles (spherical hollow glass spheres 110P8,
Potters Industries) and illuminated with a laser light sheet passed
through a thin (�1.5 mm) slit carved on the test bed. A high fre-
quency camera (Motion Xtra NX4-S1 – Integrated Design Tools,
Inc.) was used for imaging, and a sampling frequency of 30 Hz
was used. Each run was recorded for 30 s allowing enough full
cycles of oscillations by the vegetation – thus generating 900
images for every run. The PIV data analysis was conducted using
the open source software PIVLab [99]. Images for the experimental
set-up and the test bed are shown in panels (b) and (c) of Fig. 1. The
Ua was measured using a standard hand held anemometer approx-
imately at za ¼ 5 cm above the water surface. The wave height was
measured (although not synchronized with every experimental
run) with a wave gauge (Kenek water level measuring system,
servo type, SW-10.1). Wave frequencies (f w) were obtained by Fast
Fourier Transforming (FFT) the time evolution of the water surface
and choosing the dominant peak frequency. The measurements
were conducted midway of the test bed so that the waves are fully
developed and representative of the wave condition. The wave-
length (kw) was measured from visual analysis of the images of
the water surface and one mean value was used. The wave celerity
(Uw) was determined by using Uw ¼ f w kw. The wave amplitude
(Aw) was measured from the average wave height collected in
the water surface elevation data. The quantity Aw=kw, called wave
steepness factor, was then computed. The wind and wave condi-
tions are listed in the Table 1:

The wave steepness factor does not exceed 0.05 in nature [70]
and the experimental condition here is well below that limit. Also,
the Ua range does not vary appreciably, though all of the three
selected Ua are sufficiently large to generate turbulence in the
water system. As shown later, these differences in Ua also generate
different stresses at the water surface due to the presence of emer-
gent vegetation. Three h values were used in the experiment and
are designated as H1, H2 and H3 respectively, and for each h, three
Ua (and thus wave) conditions designated as W1, W2, and W3
were explored. Hence, different combinations of h and Ua are des-
ignated as HiWj, where i ¼ 1;2;3 and j ¼ 1;2;3. For each of the 9
HiWj combinations, 5 vegetation configurations were studied as
earlier noted: no vegetation, sparse rigid, sparse flexible, dense
rigid, and dense flexible. The water height characteristics are listed
in the Table 2. The classification of water depth used here matches
the experimental condition in [70]. The average wavelength is cal-
culated based on linear wave theory according to the (implicit) for-
mula [70]

kw ¼
gTw

2

2p
tanh

2ph
kw

� �
; ð1Þ

where Tw ¼ 1=f w is the wave period and g is the gravitational accel-
eration. This computation (¼ 0:091 m) overestimates the visually
calculated wavelength of 0.076 m by about 18%.

Given the small domain, lateral boundaries of the flume, and
wind speed generation method, it is instructive to assess whether
the experiments here are representative of large water bodies. To
do so, Ua in the absence of vegetation was used in combination
with Charnock’s equation [45] to estimate the momentum rough-
ness height (zo) and subsequent Aw as well as the momentum flux
at the air–water interface. Charnock’s equation, valid for large fetch



Fig. 2. Instantaneous snap-shot of the two dimensional velocity field for the flexible sparse scenario, deepest water level (H1), and slowest wind speed (W1) termed as H1W1.
The arrow size reflects the instantaneous velocity magnitude at the 64 � 64 grid points within a single image.
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in the absence of waves generated from distant storms (or swells)
and for stationary and planar homogeneous air flow well above the
viscous or wave-induced roughness sublayer, is given as

UaðzÞ ¼
u�
j

ln
za

zo

� �
; zo ¼ 0:011

u2
�

g
; ð2Þ

where j ¼ 0:4 is the Von K�am�an constant and Aw ¼ awu2
�=g, with aw

being a proportionality constant depending on wavelength and
steepness of waves being generated [46]. With za ¼ 0:05 m (height
of measurement – roughly the height of the center of the anemom-
eter above the water surface) and measured Ua, the estimated air-
side u� ¼ ð0:15;0:18;0:19Þm s�1, resulting in Aw ¼ ð0:9;1:3;1:4Þ�
10�3 m, reasonably close to measured Aw ¼ ð1:0;1:29;1:34Þ�
10�3 m when aw ¼ 0:4. Adjusting by air and water densities,
these air-side u� translate to water-side u� ¼ ð0:18;0:22;
0:23Þ � 10�3 m s�1 at the air–water interface. The horizontally aver-
aged PIV measurements of u� near the water–air interface varied
from 0.4 to 2.5 �10�3 m s�1 across all points near the surface sug-
gesting that the Charnock’s equation for the air-side is a lower-limit
on such momentum transfer. This underestimation by Charnock’s
equation is partly due to the proximity of the Ua measurements
near the surface and partly due to the fact that the Reynolds stress
is not constant near the water surface and the fan does not generate
a classical mean logarithmic velocity variation with height as
assumed by Charnock’s equation. To illustrate the first point, esti-
mated Aw and Ua measured at za ¼ 0:05 m are used to compute
the Keulegan number (wave height to viscous length scale) that var-
ied from 10 to 15 in all cases, which is quite low for the application
of Charnock’s equation. Ideally, Charnock’s equation applies in situ-
ations where the Keulegan number exceeds 100. Hence, the use of
the ‘rough-formulation’ for inferring u� from UaðzÞ via Charnock’s
equation for zo is likely to be underestimated. Also, the fact that
the stress is increasing in magnitude away from the interface (as
discussed and shown later) suggests that the PIV measurements
away from the interface may over estimate inter-facial values. Nev-
ertheless, these calculations do suggest that the flume experiments
‘mimic’ key aspects of wind dynamics and inter-facial momentum
transfer over large water bodies in nature despite the primitive
wind generation mechanism and lateral edges of the flume.
3. Data analysis

3.1. General considerations

Processing of PIV images produces velocity time series (both for
the horizontal u and vertical w components) at every grid point
that populate the region of observation (imaged by the high fre-
quency camera, approximately 15 � 15 cm) except for those points
obstructed for imaging by some moving element or the locations of
the air region and test bed. These regions are blocked for the aid of
image processing so that only the seeded fluid part of the image is
analyzed. The grid size in the aforesaid observation window is
63 � 63 grid points consistent for all experimental runs. An instan-
taneous velocity field is depicted in Fig. 2 for the purpose of visu-
alization. Rolling motions and reverse flow can be observed -
providing a snapshot of the rich dynamics under consideration.
Summary statistics for any flow variable are constructed by first
time averaging at a point then horizontally averaging time-aver-
aged quantities across the camera window field to produce profiles
treated as space–time averaged quantities as common in canopy
flow studies [33,100]. That is, instantaneous u and w at a point
are first decomposed into a time-averaged and fluctuating compo-
nents given as

u ¼ uþ u0; w ¼ wþw0; ð3Þ

where over-bar denotes a time-averaged quantity and primes
denote fluctuating quantity from time averages. The local stress

u0w0 and the longitudinal (ru ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
u02

p
) and vertical (rw ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
w02

p
)

intensities can be computed at every grid point as well. Again, hor-
izontal or line averaging is then applied over all time-averaged
points to yield profiles of space–time averaged quantities [33].
These space–time averaged profiles are presented as a function of
normalized height z=h, where z is the distance from the flume
bed. That is, z=h ¼ 0 is the channel bottom and z=h � 1 is the loca-
tion of the mean air–water interface. For a given canopy configura-
tion and Ua, these space–time averaged profiles are presented as a
function of z=h for the three h scenarios to emphasize the (signifi-
cant) effects of water depth on these space–time averaged flow
statistics.
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Because the flow field consists of simultaneous wave and turbu-
lence effects, interpretation of the experimental data is subject to
different choices. For example, a decomposition of the velocity data
from a study of superimposed tidal flow and turbulence into a
mean component (obtained by binning the data into different
phases based on upward zero crossings and ensemble averaging
the bins), a coherent wave component and turbulent fluctuations
was suggested [81]. However, since no prior knowledge is available
about the nature of the flow field for the present problem from the
literature, a logical choice would be examining the spectra and co-
spectra of the co-existing wave and turbulence in the time series,
which constitutes much of the material for this section. Indication
of a near �5/3 power-law in the spectra can be treated as signature
of fine-scaled turbulence presumed to be locally homogeneous and
isotropic, while a flat spectrum would indicate unavoidable white
noise. Any excitation close to the dominant wave frequency could
indicate prevalence of wave dominance. Given that the noise con-
tent of PIV data can be high in such experimental configuration,
identifying the noise component and removing it from the time
series prior to any averaging (time and planar) becomes necessary.

In the spectral analysis here, Sxðf Þ refers to the one-sided spec-
trum at frequency f (in cycles per unit time or Hz) of an arbitrary
zero-mean stationary stochastic process xðtÞ with variance
r2

x ¼ x02 ¼
R1

0 Sxðf Þdf . All spectra are first calculated at a grid point
using Welch’s averaged modified periodogram method with 4 sec-
tions and 50% overlap, and with each section windowed with a
Hamming shape and the computed periodograms for each window
are then averaged. These spectra are then horizontally averaged for
each f to produce an ensemble Sxðf ; zÞ. A similar procedure was
used for all co-spectral calculations Suwðf Þ, where u0w0 ¼R1

0 Suwðf Þdf . For certain illustrations, the space–time averages -
referred to as ensemble Suðf ; zÞ; Swðf ; zÞ, and Suwðf ; zÞ are compared
Fig. 3. Spectra and co-spectra for the no vegetation scenario as a function of frequency f c
averaged spectral energy density for u (Suðf Þ) and for three different z=h – top, middle, and
density for w (Swðf Þ) at the same three z=h and panels (c), (f) and (i) represent the co-spec
are plotted for all three h cases - H1 (deep – in black), H2 (intermediate – in blue) and H3 (
black dotted line in panels representing Suðf Þ and Swðf Þ spectra to locate signatures of ine
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
at three typical z=h labeled as top (z=h ¼ 0:9), middle (z=h ¼ 0:5)
and bottom (z=h ¼ 0:1), respectively.

Spectra and co-spectra for the no vegetation scenario (as refer-
ence case) and the flexible dense scenario are shown in Figs. 3 and
4, respectively. Panels (a), (d) and (g) present Suðf ; zÞ, panels (b), (e)
and (h) present Swðf ; zÞ, and panels (c), (f) and (i) present Suwðf ; zÞ at
the three z=h previously mentioned (top, middle, and bottom),
respectively. In every panel, the spectra and co-spectra are plotted
for all three h cases – H1 (deep), H2 (intermediate) and H3 (shal-
low) to emphasize the role of h at a given z=h. Only the highest
Ua (i.e. W3) is used for all these cases for the purpose of demon-
stration (and these cases are labeled as H1W3, H2W3, H3W3 in
the figure legends). The �5/3 power-law is also presented in the
panels featuring the Suðf ; zÞ and Swðf ; zÞ spectra to identify possible
signatures of inertial subrange turbulence (if any). The following
observations can be made from Figs. 3 and 4:

� For the no vegetation scenario (in Fig. 3), the shallowest spectra
(i.e. those associated with H3W3) do not follow the �5/3
power-law at any z=h, although this data appear to be contam-
inated by a large noise component. The deep h case (i.e. H1W3)
is also ‘noisy’ for large z=h, but shows the signatures of persis-
tent turbulent structures with decreasing z=h – nearly following
a �5/3 power-law scaling at the middle and bottom z=h. The
behavior of the intermediate h case (i.e. H2W3) falls between
the deep and shallow h scenarios. This intermediate h case also
displays the existence of an inertial sub-range in the middle and
bottom z=h levels. Possible explanation for this behavior is that
the flow near the air–water interface is subjected to extensive
disturbances that prevent any inertial subrange to be resolved.
Also, the temporal sampling (i.e. 30 Hz) is too coarse to delin-
eate a possible restricted inertial subrange followed by viscous
omputed from the raw time series. Panels (a), (d) and (g) represent the horizontally
bottom, respectively. Similarly, panels (b), (e) and (h) represent the spectral energy

tra (Suwðf Þ) for the same three depths z=h. In every panel, the spectra and co-spectra
shallow – in red) for the highest Ua (i.e. W3). The�5/3 power-law is also plotted in a
rtial subrange turbulence. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure



Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for the flexible dense vegetation scenario.
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dissipation range at high frequencies. This is analogous to spec-
tra of turbulence near solid boundaries where the velocity spec-
tra commonly lack extensive inertial subrange scales in the
roughness (or buffer) regions. For the deep flow cases (i.e.
H1W3), after turbulence is generated at the water–air interface,
eddies get the allowance (higher h) to populate the full range of
scales analogous to many shear flows when h becomes suffi-
ciently large. In sum, the spectra appear to share some analogies
with other shear flows (e.g. an inverted boundary layer) in
terms of expectations as to the onset of an inertial subrange,
where the generation mechanism occurs at the air–water sur-
face, and with sufficient distance from the air–water surface
(i.e. decreasing z=h), an inertial subrange forms provided h is
sufficiently large. There exists a peak in the Swð f Þ close to
4 Hz, which is the dominant wave frequency, indicating the
effects of the waves to be significant but only for the deepest
h (i.e. H1W3) thereby illustrating the role of h at a given z=h.
Interestingly, the wave effects are captured most significantly
at the middle z=h. The fact that the vertical velocity spectra also
capture the same wave effects demonstrates the existence of
vertical wavy structures. A plausible explanation might be that
the rolling motions (or orbitals) from the passage of the travel-
ing waves move downwards from the air–water interface
before being damped by the presence of turbulence close to
the bottom. For the intermediate and shallow h cases, the orbi-
tals might also be appreciably distorted by the presence of
strong turbulence as previously discussed. The fact that the
wave amplitude appears to be most visible in the middle layers
(of H1W3) differs appreciably from experiments conducted by
wave-makers, where the wave generation frequency is signifi-
cant at all depths.
� For the flexible dense scenario (in Fig. 4), all three h cases of

deep, intermediate and shallow closely follow the �5/3 power
law behavior- indicating the possible presence of fine-scaled
turbulence characterized by approximate inertial subrange
scaling at all three z=h. This pattern is displayed by both
Suð f ; zÞ and Swð f ; zÞ. This observation is significant, indicating
that the presence of flexible vegetation introduces new length
scales by means of vegetative drag that then leads to fine-scaled
turbulence. There also exists a peak in the spectra close to the
4 Hz wave frequency. However, contrary to the no vegetation
scenario, the wave peaks are much more ‘diffused’ around the
4 Hz frequency and they can be observed at all z=h and for all
three h cases – deep, intermediate and shallow. The impact of
surface waviness is much enhanced due to a weakened turbu-
lence by vegetative drag. Whether or not new frequency peaks
are introduced due to the waviness of the vegetation can be
another interesting issue.
� The co-spectra appear noisy in all cases for both no vegetation

and flexible dense scenario (despite planar averaging). How-
ever, there is an indication of co-spectral activity (positive and
negative) close to 4 Hz for the flexible dense scenarios, though
the activity seems to average out in the range of 2–5 Hz (mean-
ing no significant net momentum transfer due to the wave
component).

As observed from this spectral analysis of the instantaneous veloc-
ity time series, wave and turbulence appear to be intertwined in a
complex fashion even when the spectra are horizontally averaged.
The noise content of the data appear high (and contaminates the
co-spectra significantly). Hence, it becomes necessary to reduce
the spectral signatures of the noise first. After cleaning the individ-
ual series from noise, it might be possible to separate out the wave
and turbulence and discuss their bulk properties since there is a
signature of a higher spectral energy density close to the dominant
wave frequency.

3.2. Separating signal from noise in Fourier domain

To proceed with the exercise of separating the u and w time ser-
ies into ‘signal’ and ‘noise’ – a Lorenz curve type analysis is per-
formed. This curve was first proposed by the economist Lorenz in
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1905 to quantify whether the imbalance in wealth distribution
based on taxable income is increasing or decreasing in time
[101]. Since its inception, this curve has been extended to measure
imbalances in energy distribution of any time series and in an arbi-
trary domain (e.g. time, Fourier, or wavelet) as discussed elsewhere
[101–103]. The basis of this approach is that the highly energetic
events are clustered into few frequencies and once the frequency
modes are sorted on their energetic basis, the high energy modes
can be collected and translated back into the time domain to obtain
the ‘cleaned’ signal. The rest of the frequencies corresponding to
the lower energetic modes can be translated back to time domain
to re-construct the noise time series thereby allowing a determina-
tion of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). To proceed with this
approach, a ‘cutoff’ energy threshold needs to be established above
which the energy would correspond to ‘signal’ and below which
the energy would correspond to ‘noise’. The theoretical basis for
this threshold, which is based on the maximum curvature in the
Lorenz curve, is discussed in Appendix A. Another important
assumption in this approach is that the noise modifies the spectral
energy content of a series but not the phase-angle (i.e. surrogate to
time location of coherent energetic events). Constructing a Lorenz
curve on the Fourier coefficients aids in establishing this threshold
as has been discussed elsewhere [102–104]. Further details about
this filtering method can be found in the Appendix A. Only sample
results of the outcome of the analysis are shown in Fig. 5, where
the original u time series, the Lorenz-cleaned and the noise series
are displayed. The ‘signal’ and the ‘noise’, when summed recon-
struct the original series (by definition) and is confirmed here by
the zero residual between the reconstructed series and the original
noise-infected time series.

To lend confidence in the aforesaid analysis, linear averaged
(over all realizations at a particular height) spectral energy densi-
ties of the ‘signal’ and ‘noise’ should be constructed. The noise, if
un-correlated or ‘white’, exhibits a flat spectrum that is most evi-
dent at high frequencies. Fig. 6 shows spectra for the signal and
the noise for the flexible dense scenario for all three different h
cases- deep (H1), intermediate (H2) and shallow (H3). Panels
(a)–(b), (e)–(f) and (i)–(j) show the spectral energy density for sig-
nal and noise respectively for the u at three different z=h levels –
top, middle and bottom. Panels (c)–(d), (g)–(h) and (k)–(l) show
Fig. 5. Sample time series for the flexible dense scenario for the deepest water- highest
‘noise’ using spectral analysis and Lorenz-curve filtering. The series in blue color represe
signal (the high energy component) and the series in black color represents the noise. Th
zero residual from the raw time series and is plotted in green color. Also it is noted tha
indicating they are completely uncorrelated. (For interpretation of the references to col
the spectral energy density for signal and noise respectively for
the vertical velocity for the same experimental configuration and
locations. As observed, the spectra for noise are commonly flat at
all levels of the flow for both the u (panels (b), (f) and (j)) and w
components (panels (d), (h) and (l)). This imparts some confidence
to the filtering performed on the original time series given that the
spectra of the noise were not previously assumed. On the other
hand, signatures of �5/3 scaling behavior can be observed in the
‘cleaned’ signal both for the u (panels (a), (e) and (i)) and w (panels
(c), (g) and (k)) spectra at all z=h considered. With this separation
between signal and noise, the SNR for different experimental runs
can be estimated based on the lorenz-cleaned signal and noise
variances. As per calculations, the SNR is about 3–4, which is mod-
erate but expected for PIV data in such a setting. The coefficient of
determination (R2) between the signal and the noise components
for all the experimental runs was also conducted suggesting that
signal and noise are reasonably uncorrelated or weakly correlated.
Interestingly, the R2 values between the signal and noise are least
for the deepest flow (H1) cases (0–0.15), increasing slightly with
the shallower cases, i.e., 0–0.18 for the intermediate cases (H2)
and 0–0.30 for the most shallow (H3) cases.

3.3. Separating wave from turbulence in de-noised signals

The waves, now visible in the de-noised series as peaks around
the dominant wave frequency of 4 Hz in Fig. 6, have been deter-
mined from separate measurements. Instead of appearing as a
spike at 4 Hz, the peak in the de-noised series is partially diffused
towards lower frequencies. Hence, a frequency bandwidth of
2–5 Hz can be selected and it can be assumed that any activity
(or energy) within this bandwidth is wave induced. The rest of
the series contains turbulent effects. Any other effect from the
movement of vegetation might be included via another frequency
window. If it is outside a clear window width, it might show up in
the turbulent spectra because by then the wave energy has already
been transferred to turbulent kinetic energy. To achieve this filter-
ing, spectral energy of a series is first computed from the Fourier
components and the part of the series contained in the specified
frequency window. The spectral energy between the extremities
of the frequency window is then linearly interpolated. Any peak
wind case (H1W3) demonstrating the decomposition of a velocity into ‘signal’ and
nts the original velocity time series (cm s�1). The series in red color represents the
e signal and the noise, when summed reconstruct the original series, indicated by a
t the coefficient of determination between the signal and the noise is almost zero-
or in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 6. Horizontally averaged spectra for the signal (Su;s) and the noise (Su;n) for the flexible dense scenario for all three different h cases – deep (H1), intermediate (H2) and
shallow (H3) cases. Panels (a)–(b), (e)–(f) and (i)–(j) show the spectral energy density for signal and noise respectively for u at three z=h as before – top, middle, and bottom.
Panels (c)–(d), (g)–(h) and (k)–(l) show the spectral energy density for the signal and noise respectively for w at the same three z=h. As observed, the spectra for noise is almost
flat (shown by cyan dashed line) at all levels of the flow for both u (panels (b), (f) and (j)) and w (panels (d), (h) and (l)).
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above the interpolated energy is considered part of the wave com-
ponent. The rest of the series is considered turbulent. Translating
back the wave and turbulent components to time domain yields
the now separated turbulent and wave series. The filtering
approach is explained in Appendix B. Fig. 7 shows ensemble aver-
aged wave and turbulent spectra computed from the wave and tur-
bulent series after they are separated from each other using the
frequency filtering approach for the flexible dense scenario. Every
panel displays the spectral energy density for three depth cases,
deep (H1) in black, intermediate (H2) in blue and shallow (H3) in
red. Panels (a) and (b) show the wave and turbulence spectra
respectively for the horizontal velocity and panels (c) and (d) show
the wave and turbulence spectra for the vertical velocity for the top
level of the flow depth for each cases. Panels (e) and (f) show the
wave and turbulence spectra respectively for the horizontal veloc-
ity and panels (g) and (h) show the wave and turbulence spectra
for the vertical velocity for the intermediate level of the flow depth
for each cases. Similarly, panels (i) and (j) show the wave and tur-
bulence spectra respectively for the horizontal velocity and panels
(k) and (l) show the wave and turbulence spectra for the vertical
velocity for the bottom level of the flow depth for each cases.
Fig. 8 represents the wave and turbulent spectra but for the no veg-
etation scenario. Similar figures for the flexible sparse scenario,
rigid dense and rigid sparse scenarios were derived but are not
shown for brevity. Key observations from these figures for the
wave and turbulence are as follows: For the no vegetation scenario,
the spectrum of wave always display a peak around 4 Hz as earlier
noted. The peak is not a sharp one but is rather diffused towards
lower frequencies. The wave spectra follows some scaling above
5 Hz (the top extremity of the frequency filtering window), but
not below 2 Hz (the low end of the filtering window). This indi-
cates that the wave component does not influence high frequency
motion associated with fine-scaled turbulent eddies. However, the
larger eddies comparable to the wave orbitals in size distort the
wave motion and diffuse the wave energy towards lower fre-
quency. Any other low frequency motion below 2 Hz display a
noise-like flat spectrum. This phenomenon is true for all three
z=h, for all three h cases and for both u and w. Similar behavior is
exhibited by the flexible dense scenario. Hence, the fate of the wave
motion due to interaction between wave and turbulence appears
similar irrespective of presence of vegetation. However, they might
vary in the energy content of the dominant wave modes.

The behavior of the turbulent motion varies from scenario to
scenario as expected. In the no vegetation scenario, the turbulence
close to the air–water interface is governed by detached eddies.
This is indicated by a flat spectrum at the lower frequencies and
a spectrum close to a �1 power law (the signature of which is often
attributed to detached eddies or eddies much larger than the mea-
surement height in classical boundary layers) at the higher fre-
quencies for all three h cases [105–110]. However, for z=h < 0:5,
the deep and intermediate h cases (H1 and H2) become inertial,
displaying a �5/3 scaling. The shallow h case (H3) does not display
such an inertial behavior. This can possibly be explained by the fact
that for the shallow h cases, turbulent eddies get distorted by the
wave orbitals throughout all z=h – whereas for the deep and inter-
mediate h cases, the wave orbitals do not directly distort the turbu-
lent eddies for the deeper layers z=h < 0:5. Also, the behavior of the
w spectrum is similar to the u spectrum. For the flexible dense veg-
etation, the turbulence is much more structured – meaning here
that power-laws are evident over a broad range of time scales in
the spectral domain. Even close to the surface, all three different
h cases display �5/3 power law spectra apart from the middle
and bottom z=h. This is due to the possibility that the vegetative
drag produces fine-scaled turbulence following wake-production.



Fig. 7. Horizontally averaged wave Sx;W and turbulent Sx;T spectra computed from the wave and turbulent time series after they are separated from each other using the
frequency filtering approach for the flexible dense scenario. Every panel display the spectral energy density for three h cases, deep (H1) in black, intermediate (H2) in blue,
and shallow (H3) in red. Panels (a) and (b) show the wave and turbulence spectra respectively for x ¼ u and panels (c) and (d) show the wave and turbulence spectra for x ¼ w
for the three h cases and the top z=h. Panels (e) and (f) show the wave and turbulence spectra respectively for x ¼ u and panels (g) and (h) show the wave and turbulence
spectra for x ¼ w for the intermediate z=h. Similarly, panels (i) and (j) show the wave and turbulence spectra respectively for x ¼ u and panels (k) and (l) show the wave and
turbulence spectra for w for the bottom z=h for all three h cases. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7 but for the no vegetation scenario.
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There exist diffused peaks at low frequencies superimposed on the
turbulent spectra. These peaks arise from the oscillation of the flex-
ible vegetation by wind. For the flexible sparse vegetation, the tur-
bulent spectra is less organized than the flexible dense
vegetation. The spectra close to the surface do not display a �5/3
scaling, but rather one close to a �1 scaling for all three height
cases. Close to the middle and bottom z=h, the spectra follows
�5/3 scaling closely. It is also important to note that the shallow
h case (i.e. H3) appears more structured than its counterpart for
the no vegetation scenario. This indicates the importance of vege-
tative drag in the generation of fine-scaled turbulence component.
For the rigid dense vegetation, the wave spectra contains more
energy for the shallow h cases. The intermediate and bottom z=h
display �5/3 scaling- again indicating of the positive effect of veg-
etative drag on possible generation of fine-scaled turbulence. How-
ever, there are no additional peaks on the turbulent spectra-
reflecting the effect of rigid vegetation- with almost no oscillation
with the wind. The rigid sparse vegetation scenario does not differ
much from the rigid dense scenario, but shows more structure
(i.e. spectral power-laws) than the no vegetation counterpart.

4. Results and discussion

Following the analysis of the high frequency u and w time ser-
ies, their de-noising, and their separation into wave and turbu-
lence, the two study objectives can now be addressed using all
the 9 HiWj combinations for each of the 5 vegetation configura-
tions. In particular, the effects of the 5 vegetation configurations
on the space–time averaged mean flow, turbulence and wave ener-
getics, momentum transport, and isotropy are presented and dis-
cussed. As the u and w series have already been de-noised using
Fig. 9. Horizontally averaged mean horizontal velocity, denoted by UðzÞ, as a function of n
scenarios - namely no vegetation (black + symbols, NV), rigid sparse (red dashed line, RS),
flexible dense (black line, FD). Panels (a), (b) and (c) present the deep (H1), intermediate (
and (f) present the deep (H1), intermediate (H2) and shallow (H3) cases respectively for t
intermediate (H2) and shallow (H3) cases respectively for the fastest Ua case (W3). (For i
the web version of this article.)
the Lorenz filtering approach previously discussed, and the signal
component has been decomposed into wave and turbulence using
spectral filtering analysis, standard Reynolds averaging can be
attempted. Moreover, wave and turbulent components of intensity
and stress can be separately computed. Analyzing the original sig-
nal is retained in the context of mean velocities as the series
become automatically de-meaned during extraction of wave and
turbulent components.

4.1. Mean horizontal velocity

Fig. 9 displays spatially averaged (horizontally across every
level) profiles of the mean horizontal velocity (U) obtained with
time-averaged raw u. Every panel presents the horizontal-aver-
aged u for all five scenarios – namely no vegetation, rigid sparse,
rigid dense, flexible sparse and flexible dense. Panels (a), (b) and
(c) present the deep (H1), intermediate (H2) and shallow (H3) h
cases respectively for the slowest Ua (W1). Panels (d), (e) and (f)
present the deep (H1), intermediate (H2) and shallow (H3) h cases
respectively for the intermediate Ua case (W2). Similarly, panels
(g), (h) and (i) present the deep (H1), intermediate (H2) and shal-
low (H3) h cases respectively for the fastest Ua case (W3). As
before, the normalized height z=h is used in all data representation.
Key observations from Fig. 9 are presented based on the h scenario
as follows:

� For deep h flow (H1 cases) with no vegetation, the flow direc-
tion is windward at the top (z=h � 1) and reversed near the bot-
tom of channel, the inflection point being about z=h ¼ 0:5 for all
Ua. With rigid sparse, rigid dense and flexible sparse vegetation,
similar profiles as the no vegetation case are observed at all Ua.
ormalized height (z=h) using the raw PIV series. Every panel presents UðzÞ for all five
rigid dense (blue dash and dotted line, RD), flexible sparse (thick green dots, FS) and
H2) and shallow (H3) cases respectively for the slowest Ua case (W1). Panels (d), (e)

he intermediate Ua case (W2). Similarly, panels (g), (h) and (i) present the deep (H1),
nterpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to



Fig. 10. Key observations regarding UðzÞ for all the experiments in the form of a binary phase diagram. Panel (a) summarizes the results for the no vegetation (NV) scenario,
panel (b) for rigid sparse (RS), panel (c) for rigid dense (RD), panel (d) for flexible sparse (FS) and panel (e) for flexible dense (FD) scenario. A value of 1 in the colormap
indicates fully forward flow in the direction of Ua and a value of 0 indicates existence of a counter-current flow. The transition from one type to flow to another is represented
by a number in between 0 and 1.
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With flexible dense vegetation and with increasing Ua, the
reverse flow diminishes and at the highest Ua, the whole flow
becomes windward in direction.
� For intermediate flow (H2 cases), the flow dynamics become

richer. With no vegetation, the flow remains windward at the
top and reverse at the bottom, the inflection point about
z=h ¼ 0:5 at all Ua as the H1 cases. With rigid sparse vegetation
and with increasing Ua, the reverse flow diminishes and at high-
est Ua, the whole flow becomes windward as in the H1 cases.
With rigid dense vegetation, the flow is strongly forward at all
Ua. With flexible sparse vegetation, oscillatory and almost sta-
tionary flow is observed in the upper layers (z=h > 0:7) and uni-
form forward flow is noticed at the bottom. With flexible dense
vegetation, the whole flow is forward at all Ua as before.
� For shallow flow (H3 cases), the whole flow is windward or for-

ward at all Ua in all scenarios.

As observed, the presence of reversed flow is an important feature
in wind shear induced turbulent flow. The existence of counter-
current flow in the bottom layers has been observed by other
studies as earlier discussed in the Introduction section [48,58].
However, the effect of Ua;h and vegetative drag or flexibility ren-
ders the dynamics more interesting. Irrespective of the presence
of vegetation, as the flow becomes shallow (i.e. H3), the flow
appears forward in the direction of Ua. In deep flow (i.e. H1), a high
drag and flexible vegetation resists the counter-current movement
at the bottom regions and makes the whole flow forward. At inter-
mediate flow depth (i.e. H2), a similar effect of vegetation density
is present as in the deep case, with the difference that the
whole flow can become forward with a higher Ua. Fig. 10 summa-
rizes the key observations regarding the mean flow for all the
experiments in the form of a binary phase diagram. Panel (a) sum-
marizes the results for the no vegetation scenario, panel (b) for
rigid sparse, panel (c) for rigid dense, panel (d) for flexible sparse
and panel (e) for flexible dense scenario. A value of 1 in this presen-
tation indicates fully forward flow and a value of 0 indicates exis-
tence of a counter-current flow at some location. The transition
from one type of flow to another is represented by a number in
between 0 and 1. The switching from one type of flow to another
is thus visible at all 9 different combinations of h and Ua. It is inter-
esting to note that the regions and extent of switching are different
in every vegetation configuration, thus delineating the effect of
vegetation flexibility and density in a clearer fashion on the onset
of reversed flow. It is worth remembering here that the counter-
current flow and the fully forward flow are both manifestations
of local dynamics in the field of view of the PIV. The counter-cur-
rent flow is caused due to raising the water surface downstream
and lowering the water surface upstream by the wind generated
waves (which is called wind set-up) [48]. In these cases, the effect
of the interface boundary condition penetrates the water surface to
a certain depth, below which the water flows in the reverse direc-
tion to maintain continuity in a vertical plane. While it is true that
the experiments were conducted in standing water, it is important
to attribute the counter-current flow at the bottom and fully for-
ward flow to local effects within the window imaged by the PIV
– rather than a consequence of a closed channel (i.e. global). Math-
ematically, the integrated continuity equation across any vertical
section must be zero in the PIV imaged section for both counter-
current and fully forward flow. That is, integrating h

R h
0 ð@U=@xÞdziþ

h
R h

0 ð@W=@zÞdzi ¼ h
R h

0 ð@U=@xÞdzi þ hWðhÞi � hWð0Þi ¼ 0 (where
angular brackets indicate line averaged quantities). If the differ-
ence between WðhÞ and Wð0Þ is zero (as confirmed from analyzing



Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 9 but for the total stress (u0w0) computed from the raw PIV series (i.e. including noise, wave, and turbulence).
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the data), the depth integrated hdU=dxi term is zero, which implies
that while the horizontal velocity might not be zero locally, its lon-
gitudinal gradient could be ensuring that continuity is satisfied
within the imaged section. This assumption cannot be true every-
where locally – for example h

R h
0 @U=@xdzi at the boundary

upstream of the channel is positive and the h
R h

0 @U=@xdzi at the
downstream end is negative due to the bound nature of the flow.
Hence, the cases where the whole flow moves forward is a result
of the effect of a strong boundary condition at the air–water inter-
face penetrating the whole flow depth, so the question of reverse
gradient to maintain continuity does not arise in the PIV field of
view. Vegetative drag also influences this dynamics. It is also to
be noted that the existence of reflected reverse flow generated at
the closed boundaries in the close channel does not modify the
results since the length and time scale of the observed dynamics
are much smaller and well separated from the reflected flow. How-
ever, whether the manifestation of reflected flow is observed in
cross stream flow cannot be delineated from the two dimensional
images and will be investigated in future campaigns.
4.2. Momentum fluxes

The effects of turbulence and wave on momentum flux are com-
puted from the turbulent and the wave time-series, separately. For
reference, the momentum flux obtained from the raw PIV mea-
surements are also shown and discussed. Fig. 11 presents the hor-
izontally averaged turbulent stress (u0w0) profiles using the original
series (i.e. includes wave and turbulence). As is the case for the
mean flow analysis, every panel presents the stress for all five sce-
narios – no vegetation, rigid sparse, rigid dense, flexible sparse and
flexible dense. Panels (a)–(c) present the deep (H1), intermediate
(H2) and shallow (H3) h cases respectively for the slowest Ua case
(W1). Panels (d)–(f) present the deep (H1), intermediate (H2) and
shallow (H3) h cases respectively for the intermediate Ua case
(W2). Similarly, panels (g)–(i) present the deep (H1), intermediate
(H2) and shallow (H3) h cases respectively for the fastest Ua (W3).
Figs. 12 and 13 represent the stresses computed separately from
the turbulent and wave series. As observed from Fig. 11, the total
stress (wave and turbulence) is small at the surface (z=h ¼ 1),
increasing gradually with decreasing z=h, but then diminishing
again near the bottom (z=h ¼ 0). The shape of these non-mono-
tonic stress profiles provide a window to the mechanism of
momentum transfer inside the water body. Momentum is trans-
ferred downward from the surface while being attenuated inside
the water body, resulting in a small bottom stress. In the presence
of vegetation, this attenuation is rather severe, resulting in the fact
the Reynolds stress in the no vegetation scenario is significantly
larger than the other scenarios with vegetation. In some cases,
there exists positive values of total stress close to the bed. The fig-
ures clearly suggest that turbulent stress is larger than the wave
stress by an order of magnitude. Also, the wave stress is generally
larger at the surface, diminishing steadily inside the water body
with decreasing z=h, while the turbulent stress is largest in the
middle of the flow (z=h ¼ 0:5). This implies that the wave compo-
nent of momentum is injected at the surface originating from the
impinging effect of the wave orbitals. The turbulent component
of the momentum, on the other hand, is maximum inside the water
body, probably generated from the Kelvin- Helmholtz instability
that produces rolling motions inside the water body roughly collo-
cated with the inflection points in the mean velocity profile. Wakes
generated in the inter-vegetation spaces contribute to momentum
transfer; however, the measurements being two dimensional,
these structures cannot be resolved in this experiment and require
three dimensional stereo-PIV measurements.
4.3. Turbulent and wave intensity

Apart from the momentum transfer, the origin and transfer
mechanism of the turbulent and wave energies are now discussed.
Since the wave and turbulent series are already separated, it is



Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 9 but for the turbulent Reynolds stress (u0w0) computed from the separated turbulent series.

Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 9 but for the wave stress (u0w0) computed from the separated wave series. Note here that the range of stress values are not identical across panels.
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possible to compare their respective intensities (called ru;T for tur-
bulent and ru;W for wave, respectively). Fig. 14 shows the relative
importance of ru;W with respect to ru;T across all z=h and for each
case in the same arrangement. Key features of the turbulent and
wave intensities and their relative characteristics are as follows:
� For most of the cases, ru;T is maximum at z=h ¼ 1 and it reduces
almost monotonically with decreasing z=h.
� For the deep h case (H1), ru;T is maximum for the rigid sparse

scenario, followed by the rigid dense scenario, the no vegetation
scenario, the flexible sparse scenario and the flexible dense



Fig. 15. Comparison between the rms components of u (=ru) and w (=rw). Moreover, panel (a) uses the raw velocity obtained from PIV analysis, panel (b) for the series after
filtering out the noise ru;s and rw;s , panel (c) uses the separated turbulent series ru;T and rw;T and panel (d) uses the separated wave series ru;W and rw;W . The one-to-one line
is also shown for reference.

Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 9 but ru;W=ru;T .
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Fig. 16. Lorenz curve (blue line) constructed following the procedure described in
Appendix A. The abscissa indicates the fraction of Fourier coefficients (In) associated
with the original time series (unity indicates all Fourier coefficients are present) and
the ordinate indicates the cumulative energy or squared Fourier amplitudes (unity
indicates all the variance in the original series is explained when all Fourier
coefficients are included). The dashed lines indicate the point computed from the
maximum inflection point coinciding with the slope of the one-to-one line. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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scenario, respectively. It is clear that addition of flexibility and
density increases sheltering. For the intermediate h case (H2),
the no vegetation case registers maximum ru;T . For the shallow-
est h case (H3), this pattern is less clear but the flexible dense
scenario always corresponds to the minimum ru;T , i.e., maxi-
mum sheltering.
� The wave intensity (ru;W ) shows consistent profiles for all the

scenarios suggestive of a possible similarity solution to its
behavior in terms of z=h. However, the wave intensity is gener-
ally less than the turbulent intensity. Another important dis-
tinction is that for the deepest h case (H1), the wave intensity
is maximum slightly below the water surface, and it tends to
decrease towards the air water interface (z=h ¼ 1).
� The turbulent intensity is generally greater than the wave

intensity (about twice), except in the highest Ua (i.e. W3) and
for the deep h (H1) cases. For the deep (H1) and intermediate
(H2) h cases, the turbulent intensity is much higher compara-
tive to the wave intensity close to the bottom and not so much
close to the top. On the other hand, for the shallowest case (H3),
the relative importance of the turbulent and wave intensities
are roughly consistent across z=h. This indicates that for the
deep and intermediate h cases, the turbulence effects penetrate
much more in z=h than the concomitant wave effects. However,
for the shallow case, both the turbulence and wave effects pen-
etrate the entire z=h domain although the turbulent intensities
remain higher than their wave counterpart.

4.4. Isotropy

The discussion on turbulent energetics invites the followup
question regarding the isotropic (or lack of) nature in such a com-
plex flow. To examine isotropic behavior in bulk flow statistics,
Fig. 15 shows a one to one comparison between the root-
mean-squared (rms) component of the horizontal (ru) and vertical
velocity (rw) horizontally averaged series. Panel (a) uses the raw
velocity directly obtained from PIV analysis in the comparisons.
Panel (b) uses the series after filtering out the noise, and panel
(c) uses the separated turbulent from wave series and panel (d)
uses the separated wave series. In all cases, the majority of the
experimental runs show a near one to one behavior - indicating
quasi-isotropic turbulent characteristics. This finding is relevant
to operational models of turbulent dispersion noted in the intro-
duction section, which require computation of turbulent diffusivity
across different directions. For example, the horizontal and vertical
turbulent diffusivity may be formulated as KxðzÞ � ruðzÞ2sðzÞ and
KzðzÞ � rwðzÞ2sðzÞ, where sðzÞ is a relaxation time scale of the flow
determined from the turbulent kinetic energy and its mean dissi-
pation rate. Quasi-isotropic turbulent rms implies that
KxðzÞ ¼ KzðzÞ, which is a practical simplification when modeling
turbulence in such a complex configuration.
5. Summary and conclusions

The wind induced wave-turbulence interaction in the presence
of rigid and flexible vegetation for different water heights (deep,
intermediate and shallow) and different wind speeds (slow, med-
ium and fast, although not varying widely) under five different
scenarios-no vegetation, rigid sparse vegetation, rigid dense vege-
tation, flexible sparse vegetation and flexible dense vegetation was
explored. Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV) experiments have
been conducted and spectral analysis have been performed on
the measured velocity time series to separate wave and turbulence
effects on energy and momentum transfer under the aforemen-
tioned conditions. A Lorenz curve analysis has been performed
on the raw velocity data to identify and filter out the noise. Surface
wave characteristics are measured separately to identify the dom-
inant wave frequency where it exists. The de-noised velocity com-
ponent series are then analyzed in the frequency domain to
identify wave activities around the dominant wave frequency to
separate out the wave and turbulent components of the signal.
The no-vegetation scenario is found to be analogous to an inverted
boundary layer flow where turbulence is generated in the air–
water interface region and an inertial sub-range can be found dee-
per into the flow provided the flow depth is sufficiently high. On
the other hand, the wave effects originate from the impinging
motion of the rolling orbitals that move downward, resulting in
higher activity close to the air–water interface before getting
damped by the turbulent effects deeper inside the flow. Presence
of flexible dense vegetation enhances the generation of fine scaled
inertial turbulence by introducing new length scales via vegetative
drag. The oscillation of the vegetation also diffuses the wave activ-
ity beyond the dominant wave frequency range. Another important
feature of the coupled wind–wave–turbulent flow problem is the
existence of counter-current mean flow in case of large flow depth.
However, the flow can switch to a fully-forward one when reduc-
ing flow depth, or with increasing vegetative drag or flexibility
under higher wind speeds. After a critical shallow flow depth, the
mean flow is always in the direction of the wind flow. In terms
of momentum transfer, significant difference is found to exist
between the wave component of momentum flux and the turbu-
lent component of momentum flux. The wave momentum flux is
injected from the surface and attenuated monotonically deeper
inside the flow, while its turbulent counterpart is maximum at
the middle of the flow depth and highly attenuated close to the
bed in the presence of vegetation. In terms of intensity, the wave
intensity is generally less than the turbulent intensity although
the turbulent intensity penetrates deeper than wave intensity
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inside the water for deeper flows. In shallow flows, both compo-
nents coexist throughout the depth. It is also important to note
that the vertical velocity components tend to exhibit similar ener-
getics and momentum transfer mechanisms, indicating a quasi-
isotropic nature. Future efforts will attempt capturing such a com-
plex interaction by constructing numerical models of increasing
detail and further experimentation involving turbulence measure-
ments in air and across the water flow.
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Appendix A. Lorenz curve method

Details on the Lorenz curve filtering method is briefly reviewed.
As discussed in Section 3.2, it is necessary to find the inflection of
the Lorenz curve. The following approach can be used to construct
the Lorenz curve in the Fourier domain, to identify the inflection
point and to separate the signal and noise in the frequency domain
for a sample time series uðtÞ. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of a
velocity time series (say uðtÞ) is first computed (labeled as FuðtÞ) and
the energy content of FuðtÞ, labeled EF , is determined from the
squared Fourier amplitudes (i.e. EF ¼ RealðFuðtÞÞ2 þ ImaginaryðFuðtÞÞ2).
These EF are sorted in ascending order from minimum to maxi-
mum energetic coefficient and their corresponding indices are
tracked. The Lorenz curve is constructed by summing sequentially
the coefficients and their associated EF normalized so that when all
the Fourier coefficients are accounted for – the abscissa is unity,
and this final point includes all the energy (or variance) in the
original time so that – the ordinate is unity. Hence, when all the
Fourier coefficients are eliminated, the energy content is zero
and when all the Fourier coefficients are present, the entire energy
or variance of the original series is accounted. By sequentially
removing the most energetic coefficient and repeating the process
until the least energetic coefficient is removed (on the abscissa)
and plotting the concomitant drop in energy (on the ordinate),
the Lorenz curve is obtained. The Lorenz curve is a convex curve
describing the cumulative energy (ordinate, [0–1]) contained in
the smallest energy components (abscissa, [0–1]). A sample Lorenz
curve is shown in Fig. 16 for the uðtÞ for the flexible dense scenario
for H1W3 (deepest flow, fastest wind) configuration. The convexity
of the curve relative to the diagonal or one-to-one line (corre-
sponding to a perfectly balanced energy distribution) is directly
proportional to the energy disbalance shown in Fig. 16. Hence,
based on the convexity of the Lorenz curve, a global thresholding
criterion can be formulated whose premise is as follows: an energy
cutoff can be selected such that the proportion at which the gain
(in parsimony) by hard thresholding (or setting to zero its energy
content) an additional EF coefficient is smaller than the loss in
energy. This point on the Lorenz curve corresponds to the maxi-
mum convexity shown in Fig. 16. The normalization of the abscissa
and ordinate of the Lorenz curve is needed so that fraction of coef-
ficients and energy losses are measured on a scale of 0–1 and are
equally weighted. After the coefficients associated with the ‘signal’
(i.e. the more energetic ones) and the noise ‘the least energetic
ones’ are delineated in terms of their position on the Lorenz curve,
the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) of the thresholded and
non-thresholded coefficients can be computed to separately con-
struct the noise and signal time series, respectively, assuming
phase-angles are not altered. This is the outcome of the series in
Fig. 5.
Appendix B. Frequency filtering to separate wave and
turbulence

After the signal is isolated in the frequency domain (FS), the fol-
lowing algorithm is added to separate the wave and turbulence
from the signal. A frequency window (2–5 Hz) is chosen, the
extremities of which are labeled as f l (low frequency bound) and
f h (high frequency bound). The amplitude (AS) (obtained by taking
square root of the sum of the squares of the real and imaginary
parts) and phase information (/) of the signal within the frequency
range are determined. Next, a straight line is fit between the ampli-
tudes at the extremities between f l and f h. The interpolated
straight line constitutes the amplitude of the turbulence signal
(At). Compute the amplitude of the wave from A2

w ¼ A2
S � A2

t . Deter-
mine the Fourier coefficients of the wave by Fw ¼ Aw½cosð/Þþ
i sinð/Þ� and turbulence by Ft ¼ At½cosð/Þ þ i sinð/Þ�. Compute IFFT
on Fw and Ft to reconstruct the wave and turbulent time series.
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